TWINNING
PROJECT

Tara House & Pepo La Tumaini
My journey started when my husband Kieran, a regular marathon runner and
journalist entered the Lewa marathon in Kenya, Africa last year. He ran through
the Lewa conservation and we both visited local schools, which had always been a
dream of mine. One nursery stood out, Pepo la Tumaini.
It is part of a trust that looks after all aspects of
orphaned children suffering or affected by AIDS. The
school takes care of and supports the children who
have become the main carers of sometimes up to 3
younger siblings all relying on them both financially
and emotionally. In attempts to support their families,
at an age as young as 12, these children have fallen
victim to horrendous brutality and suffering.

health care that
many of them
who are suffering
from HIV or AIDS
need. But most of
all it helps restore
their dignity and
provides hope for
their futures.

The nursery has no funding and the children have nowhere to live, little clothing and only eat the essential
single meal a day provided by the nursery. The trust
not only provides them with an education, but with
food, shelter & housing in the community via foster
families or school boarding. Along with essential

I am very proud to say that Tara House has
twinned with Pepo la Tumaini and
will be helping raise money and provide
equipment and clothes for these wonderful
children.

THE VALUE & BENEFITS
OF TWINNING

Citizens of the World:

Montessori wrote extensively about the importance of
children being connected to and grounded to reality.
She spoke of the unifying voice of humanity and of
our duty to educate children to be aware that it is our
humanity that unites us. However, she believed that
with an awareness of humanity comes responsibility;
a responsibility to each other and to the planet. She
called children ‘Citizens of the World’, and with this
evocative title, she smashed down concepts of country,
gender, religion, race, privilege and disability.
She deemed it essential for children from a very
early age to be aware of these connections and
responsibilities. To give them ownership of this, she
believed ultimately freed them. Montessori wrote
that the essential building blocks for a normalised,
functioning, grounded and happy personality were to
receive an awareness of their connection to the planet,
to the people on it. She believed that this would
give a child a sense of belonging and purpose that
would remain within them their whole lives; a sense
of belonging not to just their immediate families but
to their communities and in a wider context to their
fellow man.

Disconnection:
Montessori predicted and feared a lot of the social
problems we encounter in modern society that have a
huge impact on the wellbeing of our children. Modern
living has seen the dissolution of the family unit and
the rise of technology that has seemingly replaced
communication and socialisation with actual people.
The irony is, that in a modern society, with children
being encouraged and able to access the internet
as well as use various multi- media you would think
that children have never been more connected and so
easily connected to the world around them. I would
argue that it is entirely the opposite case; that western
children have never been so disassociated from the
planet than they are now. Modern living has in fact
made us more and more disconnected from the real
world, from the planet, from our fellow man, from our
fellow citizens of the world.

Tara House &
Pepo La Tumaini

We hope this relationship
will foster:

Practical activities for the
children:

•

•

•
•
•

•
•

Connection to the rest of the world and to the
planet
Via this connection a sense of responsibility to the
children who live on the rest of the planet
A realisation and respect for how other cultures
live
Concentrating on similarities first, we hope to
facilitate connections of being able to relate to
each other
Friendship
As with the Tumaini ethos we want to promote
and foster empathy, tolerance, understanding
and respect between the children that will start
through this relationship and then extend further
into all their relationships

•
•
•

•
•

Shared project topics where the children learn
about the same thing at the same time and the
artwork is shared at the end so the children can
look at and admire each other’s work
Skype conversations
Sharing news where we write letters as a group
to each other
Pen- palling, where two children are paired and
write to each other/ send pictures etc. build a
unique friendship, the creation of friendship books
Picture and photo exchange
Learning about each other: where they live, what
they eat, what they like to play...

TWINNING
PROJECT
Tara House &
Pepo La Tumaini
We are in the process of setting
up a twinning page on the
nursery website that will give you
regular updated access to all the
wonderful projects the children
are collaborating with Pepo on
this term. In the meantime if you
would like to find out more about
The Tumaini project as a whole
then you can look at the below
link along with Kieran’s blog
about his Africa marathon & his
inspiration behind fundraising
for the Pepo children.

Tumaini Trust Website
tumainitrust.org

Pepo La Tumaini Facebook page
facebook.com/tumainieducationtrust

Kieran’s blog
manvmiles.com/post/109004669475/the-inspirational-talent-ofthe-tumaini-project

HOW YOU CAN HELP
Kieran’s Just Giving Page justgiving.com/From-the-MDS-to-the-Mall
Tara House Montessori School | Wilson Walk | Stamford Brook | London W4 1TP
020 7998 7313 | info@tarahousenursery.co.uk | www.tarahousenursery.co.uk

